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This handbook covers the ten domains of the Information Security Common Body of Knowledge. It is designed to
empower the security professional and the chief information officer with information such that they can do their duty,
protect the information assets of their organizations.
The Standard Handbook of Electronics Engineering has defined its field for over thirty years. Spun off in the 1960’s from
Fink’s Standard Handbook of Electrical Engineering, the Christiansen book has seen its markets grow rapidly, as
electronic engineering and microelectronics became the growth engine of digital computing. The EE market has now
undergone another seismic shift—away from computing and into communications and media. The Handbook will retain
much of its evergreen basic material, but the key applications sections will now focus upon communications, networked
media, and medicine—the eventual destination of the majority of graduating EEs these days.
This practical introduction includes all of the coverage of strength topics contained in this larger text. It's a step-by-step
presentation that is so well suited to undergraduate engineering technology students. Coverage includes: belt friction,
stress concentrations, Mohr's circle of stress, moment-area theorems, centroids by integration, and more.
Gizmos or: The Electronic Imperative offers a concise series of analyses on the transformative impact of digital devices
on American society. With approaches ranging from semiotic theory to psychoanalytic theory, sociological theory to
personal reflection, Berger taps the span of knowledge from his prolific career to help readers better understand the role
digital devices play both in their technologic, economic, and common-use forms. Using accessible, conversational
language and numerous illustrations, Berger deconstructs familiar objects and media for readers ranging from field
specialists to everyday cultural consumers alike.
Financial Accounting for Managers is a popular book in the subject domain that enables the readers to understand the
basics of accounting in a clearer and better perspective. The book is written in a ‘learn through example’ approach to
provide conceptual clarity and to bring accounting in practice. This new edition is thoroughly updated as per provisions of
latest Companies Act, Indian Accounting Standards (Ind AS), and International Financial Reporting Standards. It also
provides new and updated cases and MS Excel templates to build the concepts in financial accounting from a decisionmaking perspective. With the help of updated text, problems, illustrations and examples, the book will be equally useful
for graduate students of management, practicing managers, as well as for a novice dealing with management and
investments. Salient Features: (a) Follows a ‘learning through examples’ approach throughout the book (b) All chapters
and teacher notes have been carefully revised and updated by the author with the help of two practicing Chartered
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Accountants, thus bringing their practical expertise in subject (c) Over 100 real life corporate cases, to bridge the gap
between theory and application part of the subject. (d) Over 55 QR code enabled study material embedded with the text
throughout the book for additional learning (e) Each chapter is further supplemented with exhaustive web resources that
include various annexures, additional reading material, auxiliary test material, etc.
Guidelines for Cardiac Rehabilitation and Secondary Prevention Programs, Fifth Edition, covers the entire scope of
practice for cardiac rehabilitation and secondary prevention (CR/SP) programs. This text was developed by the American
Association of Cardiovascular and Pulmonary Rehabilitation (AACVPR) and parallels federal guidelines for cardiac
rehabilitation programs. It contains information on promoting positive lifestyle behavior patterns, reducing risk factors for
disease progression, and lessening the impact of cardiovascular disease on quality of life, morbidity, and mortality.
This one-book reference resource covers a broad range of communication technologies at levels from a block diagram to
the circuit and system analysis/design for physical implementation and troubleshooting of hardware. Comprehensive yet
easily understandable, this book covers such topics as radio frequency amplifiers, oscillators, signal spectra, noise,
modulation, transmitter and receiver circuits, sideband systems, phase-locked loops, pulse and digital modulation, digital
communication, data communication, transmission lines and waveguides, antennas and radiowave propagation,
television, digital radio and space communication, and fiber-optic communication. A valuable reference work for
engineers, technicians, hobbyists, technical managers, and technical/sales marketing staff.
A broad introduction to the fundamentals of wirelesscommunication engineering technologies Covering both theory and practical topics,
Fundamentals ofWireless Communication Engineering Technologies offers a soundsurvey of the major industry-relevant aspects of
wirelesscommunication engineering technologies. Divided into four mainsections, the book examines RF, antennas, and propagation;
wirelessaccess technologies; network and service architectures; and othertopics, such as network management and security, policies
andregulations, and facilities infrastructure. Helpfulcross-references are placed throughout the text, offeringadditional information where
needed. The book provides: Coverage that is closely aligned to the IEEE's WirelessCommunication Engineering Technologies (WCET)
certification programsyllabus, reflecting the author's direct involvement in the development of theprogram A special emphasis on wireless
cellular and wireless LANsystems An excellent foundation for expanding existing knowledge in thewireless field by covering industry-relevant
aspects of wirelesscommunication Information on how common theories are applied in real-worldwireless systems With a holistic and wellorganized overview of wirelesscommunications, Fundamentals of Wireless CommunicationEngineering Technologies is an invaluable
resource for anyoneinterested in taking the WCET exam, as well as practicingengineers, professors, and students seeking to increase
theirknowledge of wireless communication engineering technologies.
This volume contains 73 papers presented at ICMEET 2015: International Conference on Microelectronics, Electromagnetics and
Telecommunications. The conference was held during 18 – 19 December, 2015 at Department of Electronics and Communication
Engineering, GITAM Institute of Technology, GITAM University, Visakhapatnam, INDIA. This volume contains papers mainly focused on
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Antennas, Electromagnetics, Telecommunication Engineering and Low Power VLSI Design.
A world list of books in the English language.
Description: Building on Fundamentals of Electronics Circuit Design, David and Donald Comer?s new text, Advanced Electronic Circuit
Design, extends their highly focused, applied approach into the second and third semesters of the electronic circuit design sequence. This
new text covers more advanced topics such as oscillators, power stages, digital/analog converters, and communications circuits such as
mixers, and detectors. The text also includes technologies that are emerging. Advanced Electronic Circuit Design focuses exclusively on
MOSFET and BJT circuits, allowing students to explore the fundamental methods of electronic circuit analysis and design in greater depth.
Each type of circuit is first introduced without reference to the type of device used for implementation. This initial discussion of general
principles establishes a firm foundation on which to proceed to circuits using the actual devices. Features: 1. Provides concise coverage of
several important electronic circuits that are not covered in a fundamentals textbook. 2. Focuses on MOSFET and BJT circuits, rather than
offering exhaustive coverage of a wide range of devices and circuits. 3. Includes an Important Concepts summary at the beginning of each
section that direct the reader?s attention to these key points. 4. Includes several Practical Considerations sections that relate developed
theory to practical circuits. Instructor Supplements: ISBN SUPPLEMENT DESCRIPTION Online Solutions Manual Brief Table of Contents: 1.
Introduction 2. Fundamental Power Amplifier Stages 3. Advanced Power Amplification 4. Wideband Amplifiers 5. Narrowband Amplifiers 6.
Sinusoidal Oscillators 7. Basic Concepts in Communications 8. Amplitude Modulation Circuits 9. Angle Modulation Circuits 10. Mixed-Signal
Interfacing Circuits 11. Basic Concepts in Filter Design 12. Active Synthesis 13. Future Directions
Practical Matlab Applications for Engineers provides a tutorial for those with a basic understanding of Matlab®. It can be used to follow Misza
Kalechman’s, Practical Matlab Basics for Engineers (cat no. 47744). This volume explores the concepts and Matlab tools used in the solution
of advanced course work for engineering and technology students. It covers the material encountered in the typical engineering and
technology programs at most colleges. It illustrates the direct connection between theory and real applications. Each chapter reviews basic
concepts and then explores those concepts with a number of worked out examples.
Electronic Communication TechniquesPrentice Hall
This volume emphasises knowledge transfer from the lab to the field and describes collaboration technology through three lenses: Proof of
Concept, Proof of Value, and Proof of Use. The contributors focus on work practices that extend collaboration into a structured form where
groups can work together to solve real-world complex problems. As with the other AMIS volumes, the contributors comprise internationally
known experts in the field of Information Systems. Includes online access.

Designed to be used in tandem with the latest edition of the PMBOK® Guide, this comprehensive volume closely follows the
PMBOK® Guide's approach to style, structure and naming, while providing readers a balanced view of methods, tools, and
techniques for managing software projects across the life cycle continuum from highly predictive life cycles to highly adaptive life
cycles. Software Extension To the PMBOK® Guide Fifth Edition provides readers with knowledge and practices that will not only
improve their efficiency and effectiveness but that of their management teams and project members as well.
Non-tenure-track lecturers and adjunct instructors face particular challenges at US colleges, including heavy teaching loads, lack
of office space, little control over the selection of course topics or textbooks, and long commutes between jobs at two or more
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schools. Quick Hits for Adjunct Faculty and Lecturers contains short, practice-oriented articles by experienced instructors that offer
valuable teaching and career tips for balancing competing demands, addressing student issues, managing classrooms, and
enhancing professional development.
Named a Doody’s Core Title in 2012 and 2013! Widely acknowledged as the cornerstone reference in the field, Pediatric
Rehabilitation brings together renowned specialists from all sectors of the pediatric rehabilitation community to provide the most
current and comprehensive information available. The fifth edition has been substantially updated and expanded with evidencebased discussions of new theories, therapies, interventions, research findings, and controversies. Five completely new chapters
focus on such emerging areas as the use of ultrasound to guide motor point and nerve injections, rehabilitation of chronic pain and
conversion disorders, management of concussions, sports injuries, and neurodegenerative and demyelinating diseases in
children. This edition also addresses important new directions in genetic markers and tests, cognitive, developmental, and
neuropsychological assessment, and rehabilitation for common genetic conditions. Additionally, several new contributors provide
fresh perspectives to the voices of established leaders in the field. The text covers all aspects of pediatric rehabilitation medicine
from basic examination and testing to electrodiagnosis, therapeutic exercise, orthotics and assistive devices, gait labs, aging with
pediatric onset disability, and in-depth clinical management of the full range of childhood disabilities and injuries. “Pearls and
Perils” featured throughout the book underscore crucial information, and illustrations, summary tables, information boxes, and lists
contribute to the text’s abundant clinical utility. New to the Fifth Edition: Every chapter has been thoroughly revised and expanded
to reflect current thinking and practice Evidence-based discussions of new theories, therapies, interventions, research findings,
and areas of controversy Five entirely new chapters illuminating emerging areas: rehabilitation of chronic pain and conversion
disorders, ultrasound-guided injections, concussion management, sports injuries, and neurodegenerative and demyelinating
diseases in children
The book, organised in ten chapters, comprehensively presents the concepts pertaining to digital communication in a very
simplified manner. Mathematical intricacies of ideas which form the bedrock of digital communication such as sampling, baseband
data transmission, information theory, error control coding, and modulation are presented in a style understandable to an
undergraduate student. Each and every topic, no matter how simple it seems, is followed by solved examples. Besides, additional
information on certain topics are provided in appropriate annexures. Thus, the flow of the topics is not interrupted with
unnecessary deviations from the viewpoint of an average student, whereas at the same time, the brighter students can go through
these annexures to gain extra knowledge. The book is primarily intended for the undergraduate students of Electronics and
Communication Engineering, Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering, and Telecommunication Engineering offered in
various Indian universities. The text is also of immense use to the aspirants of AMIE exam and AMIETE exam. KEY FEATURES •
Solved problems and exercises at the end of each chapter are provided from practice point of view. • Chapter-end references are
given for further exploration of several advanced topics touched upon in the text. • Numerous figures and tables are included to
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help grasp the concepts discussed.
Signal processing is ubiquitous in modern technology. Itsmathematical basis and many areas of application are the subject ofthis
book, based on a series of graduate-level lectures held at theMathematical Sciences Research Institute. Emphasis is on
currentchallenges, new techniques adapted to new technologies, and certainrecent advances in algorithms and theory.
This is a collection of all the key data, facts, practical guidance and circuit design basics needed by a spectrum of students,
electronics enthusiasts, technicians and circuit designers. It provides explanations and practical guidance.
Thoroughly updated, this is the essential guide to one of the most fundamental fields in the library profession. It links you—and
through you, your patrons—to the significant changes that have occurred in reference and information sciences with emphasis on
the growth of digital content. • Provides a comprehensive text edited by two highly regarded experts in reference and academic
librarianship, Linda C. Smith and Melissa A. Wong, with chapters written by some of the best minds in the library science field •
Includes newly updated information that reflects today's realities in reference service with an indication of how reference service
may be provided to meet changing patron needs in the future • Encompasses the effective use of print sources, free online
sources, and fee-based sources • Features individual chapters that can be used for in-service staff training or in student course
packs
Master critical thinking, effective communication, and common tasks such as scheduling, record keeping, and insurance
processing with The Administrative Dental Assistant, 5th Edition. This complete learning package is used to train dental assistants
in a wide variety of settings — from traditional classroom programs to on-the-job training to use as a review tool for practitioners — to
become competent administrative assistants in a dental office. As it guides you through the functions of today’s dental business
office, you will learn how to organize tasks, complete procedures, and acquire a professional outlook toward dentistry along the
way. Supplemented with online study tools, a companion workbook (sold separately), and access to Dentrix, this edition features
updated artwork and new content on dental office technology, communication and social media, and more. Ancillary package
provides electronic resources that enhance your learning. Feature boxes highlight key information and concepts. Procedure boxes
provide step-by-step instructions on a wide variety of dental office duties. Comprehensive coverage and a clear, concise
organization provide the information you need to know to manage today’s dental office — in a way that is easy to grasp, regardless
of reading level or setting. NEW and EXPANDED! New content on technology in the dental office, HIPAA, communication and
social media, patient recall and retention, coding, and cross-medical billing. NEW! Images throughout, with a focus on updates in
technology. UPDATED! Revised artwork throughout the text.
Vols. 8-10 of the 1965-1984 master cumulation constitute a title index.
Sejarah perkembangan elektronika merupakan cerita yang menarik sejak abad yang lalu. Perkembangannya diawali dengan
pengamatan pada sinar katode dan berkembang dengan berbagai sumbangan dari para matematikawan, fisikawan, insinyur, dan
para pencipta. Buku ini disusun untuk menunjang mata kuliah Dasar Teknik Elektro yang diberikan di perguruan tinggi tingkat
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akademi dan sastra satu. Sistematikanya mendekati silabus baku untuk progrma pendidikan teknik elektro sastra satu yang
disusun oleh Konsorsium Teknologi, Departemen Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan. Buku ini merupakan buku acuan yang disusun
sejauh mungkin mengikuti perkembangan penerapan Teknik Elektro di Indonesia. Berdasarkan pertimbangan praktis bagi
pemakai dan agar harganya terjangkau, buku ini sengaja diterbitkan dalam tiga jilid. Buku ini diawali dengan tinjauan tentang
sejarah teknik elektro, rangkaian listrik dan pengantar elektronika dasar. Buku kedua akan membahas kelanjutan teknik
elektronika dan sistem tenaga listrik yang berakhir pada transformator. Buku ketiga menguraikan prinsip elektromekanika dan
mesin-mesin berputar. Buku ketiga juga memperkenalkan konsep sistem, sistem instrumentasi, sistem kendali otomatis, sistem
komunikasi, dan diakhiri dengan masalah keselamatan dan keselamatan dan kesehatan kerja. Pendekatan yang ditempuh adalah
menumbuhkan proses bagi mahasiswa untuk mengenal, mengenal, menghargai, dan memahami masalah-masalah yang akan
dihadapi dalam teknik elektro. Untuk mencapai tujuan tersebut, intuisi kadang-kadang lebih penting daripada analisis matematika,
tetapi seperti halnya teori dengan praktikum, keduanya erat berkaitan; tidak mungkin kita meninggalkan salah satu. Bahannya pun
disasjikan begitu rupa agar mudah dipahami mahasiswa tahun pertama setelah mereka mendapat pengetahuan fisika dan
matematika dari sekolah menengah atas. Setiap bab dalam buku ini diawali dengan pendahuluan dan tujuan instruksional bab
yang bersangkutan. Dalam setiap bab diberikan contoh-contoh yang diperlukan untuk meningkatkan pemahaman pembaca
tentang masalah yang dibahas. Di akhir bab selalu diberikan soal-soal untuk dikerjakan sebagai latihan. Buku ini tidak
memerlukan prasyarat apa-apa bagi mahasiswa teknik, sehingga dapat diberikan pada tahun pertama di perguruan tinggi.
Note: This pocket book is available in several languages: English, German, French, Spanish, Dutch.This pocket guide is based on
the PMBOK® Guide Fifth Edition. It contains a summary of the PMBOK® Guide, to provide a quick introduction as well as a
structured overview of this framework for project management. This pocket guide deals with the key issues and themes within
project management and the PMBOK® Guide as follows: - Key terms and definitions in the project management profession- A
short overview of the activities of PMI Inc., the organization and its standards: PMBOK® Guide, Standard for Project Portfolio
Management, Standard for Program Management and other standards.- The essentials of the Project Lifecycle and Organization. What are the key project management knowledge areas and processes? Main target Group for this pocket guide is anyone with an
interest in understanding the PMBOK® Guide framework or a systematic approach for project management. The book is also very
useful for members of a project management team in a project environment using the PMBOK® Guide as a shared reference. A
complete but concise description of the PMBOK® Guide, for anyone involved in projects or project management, for only 15,95!
"Publications Management: Essays for Professional Communicators" is a collection of essays designed for use in academic
programs in technical and professional communication and for communication professionals in the workplace. The contributors
include publications managers in the workplace and academics who teach in technical and professional communication programs.
Their multiple perspectives offer a broad introduction to some of the important issues publications.
Buku ini disusun untuk menunjang mata kuliah Dasar Teknik Elektro yang diberikan di perguruan tinggi tingkat akademi dan strata
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satu. Sistematikanya mendekati silabus baku untuk program pendidikan teknik elektro strata satu yang disusun oleh Konsorsium
Teknologi, Departemen Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan. Buku ini merupakan buku acuan yang disusun sejauh mungkin mengikuti
perkembangan penerapan Teknik elektro di Indonesia. Berdasarkan pertimbangan praktis bagi pemakai dan agar harganya
terjangkau, buku ini sengaja diterbitkan dalam tiga jilid. Buku ini diawali dengan tinjauan tentang sejarah teknik elektro, rangkaian
listrik dan pengantar elektronika dasar. Buku kedua akan membahas kelanjutan teknik elektronika dan sistem tenaga listrik yang
berakhir pada transformator. Buku ketiga menguraikan prinsip elektromekanika dan mesin-mesin berputar. Buku ketiga juga
memperkenalkan konsep sistem, sistem instrumentasi, sistem kendali otomatis, sistem komunikasi, dan diakhiri dengan masalah
keselamatan dan keselamatan dan kesehatan kerja. Pendekatan yang ditempuh adalah menumbuhkan proses bagi mahasiswa
untuk mengenal, menghargai, dan memahami masalah-masalah yang akan dihadapi dalam teknik elektro. Untuk mencapai tujuan
tersebut, intuisi kadang-kadang lebih penting daripada analisis matematika, tetapi seperti halnya teori dengan praktikum,
keduanya erat berkaitan; tidak mungkin kita meninggalkan salah satu. Bahannya pun disajikan begitu rupa agar mudah dipahami
mahasiswa tahun pertama setelah mereka mendapat pengetahuan fisika dan matematika dari sekolah menengah atas. Setiap
bab dalam buku ini diawali dengan pendahuluan dan tujuan instruksional bab yang bersangkutan. Dalam setiap bab diberikan
contoh-contoh yang diperlukan untuk meningkatkan pemahaman pembaca tentang masalah yang dibahas. Di akhir bab selalu
diberikan soal-soal untuk dikerjakan sebagai latihan. Buku ini tidak memerlukan prasyarat apa-apa bagi mahasiswa teknik,
sehingga dapat diberikan pada tahun pertama di perguruan tinggi.
The rise of intelligence and computation within technology has created an eruption of potential applications in numerous
professional industries. Techniques such as data analysis, cloud computing, machine learning, and others have altered the
traditional processes of various disciplines including healthcare, economics, transportation, and politics. Information technology in
today’s world is beginning to uncover opportunities for experts in these fields that they are not yet aware of. The exposure of
specific instances in which these devices are being implemented will assist other specialists in how to successfully utilize these
transformative tools with the appropriate amount of discretion, safety, and awareness. Considering the level of diverse uses and
practices throughout the globe, the fifth edition of the Encyclopedia of Information Science and Technology series continues the
enduring legacy set forth by its predecessors as a premier reference that contributes the most cutting-edge concepts and
methodologies to the research community. The Encyclopedia of Information Science and Technology, Fifth Edition is a threevolume set that includes 136 original and previously unpublished research chapters that present multidisciplinary research and
expert insights into new methods and processes for understanding modern technological tools and their applications as well as
emerging theories and ethical controversies surrounding the field of information science. Highlighting a wide range of topics such
as natural language processing, decision support systems, and electronic government, this book offers strategies for implementing
smart devices and analytics into various professional disciplines. The techniques discussed in this publication are ideal for IT
professionals, developers, computer scientists, practitioners, managers, policymakers, engineers, data analysts, and programmers
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seeking to understand the latest developments within this field and who are looking to apply new tools and policies in their
practice. Additionally, academicians, researchers, and students in fields that include but are not limited to software engineering,
cybersecurity, information technology, media and communications, urban planning, computer science, healthcare, economics,
environmental science, data management, and political science will benefit from the extensive knowledge compiled within this
publication.
A comprehensive and accessible primer, this tutorial immerses engineers and engineering students in the essential technical skills that will
allow them to put Matlab® to immediate use. The book covers concepts such as: functions, algebra, geometry, arrays, vectors, matrices,
trigonometry, graphs, pre-calculus and calculus. It then delves into the Matlab language, covering syntax rules, notation, operations,
computational programming, and general problem solving in the areas of applied mathematics and general physics. This knowledge can be
used to explore the basic applications that are detailed in Misza Kalechman’s companion volume, Practical Matlab Applications for Engineers
(cat no. 47760). .
A Valuable Reference for Understanding Basic Optical Principals Need a crash course in optics? If you are a non-specialist with little or no
knowledge of optical components, systems, or hardware, who suddenly finds it necessary to work with optics in your given field, then Optics
Essentials: An Interdisciplinary Guide is the book for you. Aimed at engineers and other interdisciplinary professionals tackling optics-related
challenges, this text provides a basic overview of optical principles, concepts, and applications as well as worked examples throughout. It
enables readers to gain a basic understanding of optics and sense of optical phenomena, without having to commit to extended periods of
study. Contains MATLAB® Simulations and Suggested Experiments The book provides MATLAB simulations to help the reader visualize
concepts, includes simple experiments using everyday materials that are readily available to solidify optical principles, and provides worked
examples throughout. It contains a set of suggested experiments in each chapter designed to help the reader understand and visualize the
basic principles. While this book assumes that the reader has a basic background in mathematics, it does not burden or overwhelm them with
complex information or heavy mathematical equations. In addition, while it also briefly discusses advanced topics, readers are directed to the
appropriate texts for more detailed study. Comprised of 11 chapters, this illuminating text: Describes light sources, such as lasers, lightemitting diodes, and thermal sources Compares various light sources, and photometric and radiometric parameters Discusses light detection,
including various detector types, such as photon detectors and thermal detectors, and other topics relating to light detection Addresses
manipulation of light, and covers reflection, refraction, diffraction and interference, absorption, and scattering Factors in polarization Explores
the basic principles of geometrical optics, covering ray tracing and formulation based on the assumption that light comprises of optical "rays"
Defines imaging systems and topics related to imaging systems Refers to guiding light waves Considers various topics related to optics,
electronics, software, and applications Covers combining optical systems with electronics and software Presents various optical sensing
phenomena and different types of sensors Optics Essentials: An Interdisciplinary Guide simplifies optical principles to make it easy to grasp
by technical professionals that are outside of the optical field, and serves industry professionals, technical managers, researchers, and
students.
A comprehensive and accessible primer, this two volume tutorial immerses engineers and engineering students in the essential technical
skills that will allow them to put Matlab® to immediate use. The first volume covers concepts such as: functions, algebra, geometry, arrays,
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vectors, matrices, trigonometry, graphs, pre-calculus and calculus. It then delves into the Matlab language, covering syntax rules, notation,
operations, computational programming. The second volume illustrates the direct connection between theory and real applications. Each
chapter reviews basic concepts and then explores those concepts with a number of worked out examples.
This book comprises peer-reviewed contributions presented at the 5th International Conference on Electronics, Communications and
Networks (CECNet 2015), held in Shanghai, China, 12-15 December, 2015. It includes new multi-disciplinary topics spanning a unique depth
and breadth of cutting-edge research areas in Electronic Engineering, Communications and Networks, and Computer Technology. More
generally, it is of interest to academics, students and professionals involved in Consumer Electronics Technology, Communication
Engineering and Technology, Wireless Communication Systems and Technology, and Computer Engineering and Technology.
Radio communications plays an increasingly critical and growing role in today's electronic battlefield. Because more and more radio signals
are deployed in electronic warfare (EW) situations, determining which ones are friendly and which are enemy has become more difficult and
crucial. This book arms defense systems designers and operators with the full array of traditional search mechanisms and advanced highresolution techniques for targeting radio signals deployed in electronic warfare. An invaluable technical reference, the book helps
professionals fully understand the tradeoffs involved in designing EW target acquisition systems with less time and effort. Moreover,
practitioners learn how to establish optimum methods for acquiring communication targets for exploitation or countermeasures. The book also
serves as an excellent text for graduate courses in electronic warfare.
This textbook presents theory and practice in the context of automatic control education. It presents the relevant theory in the first eight
chapters, applying them later on to the control of several real plants. Each plant is studied following a uniform procedure: a) the plant’s
function is described, b) a mathematical model is obtained, c) plant construction is explained in such a way that the reader can build his or
her own plant to conduct experiments, d) experiments are conducted to determine the plant’s parameters, e) a controller is designed using
the theory discussed in the first eight chapters, f) practical controller implementation is performed in such a way that the reader can build the
controller in practice, and g) the experimental results are presented. Moreover, the book provides a wealth of exercises and appendices
reviewing the foundations of several concepts and techniques in automatic control. The control system construction proposed is based on
inexpensive, easy-to-use hardware. An explicit procedure for obtaining formulas for the oscillation condition and the oscillation frequency of
electronic oscillator circuits is demonstrated as well.
Digital techniques are central to almost all modern telecommunications systems. The third edition of Digital Communications has retained
both its comprehensive coverage and its balance between theory, applications and systems implementation. Its main aim is to develop the
mathematical theory of signal processing and use this theory to describe modern digital communications. This text is geared towards
students who already have a technical understanding of electrical engineering from their introductory years at university and who wish to
focus on digital communications. It covers everything these students will need to know, including modern techniques. It is also suitable for
professional engineers.
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